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Introduction
	Maps for the blind and visually handicapped are an important element of adapting to life people who have lost their sight. Access to cartographic information has an enormously important meaning in the process of shaping spatial orientation and teaching children, but especially adults, how tomove around by themselves. Equipping blind and visually handicapped pupils with cartographic aids is an issue of fundamental importance for full implementation of school geography and history programmes, especially since these children have to go through the same teaching programme as children with normal sight. Maps for the blind and visually handicapped are the source of information which leads to fuller rehabilitation and offer the opportunity of becoming better adapted to life without sight.
	The blind and visually handicapped are, today, perceived in dead earnest as a multi-plane social problem in most civilised countries. Among other things, it is a problem of spatial informing and orientation and also an educational problem. The map fulfils a fundamental role on both these planes, while the role of informing is the outcome of acquired workshop experience, taking the perceptive abilities of the blind and visually handicapped into account.
	This paper is devoted to maps for the blind and visually handicapped published in Poland.
Undertaking work on maps for the blind
	Till 1986, Polish cartography could not claim any great achievements in publishing maps for invalids of sight. No maps were issued, though several strong teaching centres for the blind and visually handicapped existed in Poland, the largest in Laski near Warsaw operating since 1913. Polish schools had to accept donations from other countries (Great Britain and the USA among others) or had to make do with drawing up individual sheets by themselves.
	Schools for blind and visually handicapped children commanded insufficient treatment on the part of education authorities though the same teaching programme was the rule in mass schools and those for the blind and visually handicapped. The Supply of material means to implement school programmes thus became a fundamental issue.
	Many arguments were presented against undertaking the production of maps for the blind and visually handicapped, particularly difficulties of an organisational, economical and technical nature. No one was dealing with the problem in a systematic and sufficiently considered manner. Many factors which are absent in the process of preparing traditional maps had had to be taken into consideration when constructing a map for the blind and visually handicapped, which means such non-standard cartographic production is more expensive and complex. Elaborating such maps required close cooperation of cartographers with the blind and visually handicapped, since the maps had to take cartographic and typhologic requirements into account, to be adapted to the perceptive abilities of blind and visually handicapped users of such maps, as well as persons with normal vision. Clearly, maps for the blind must differ from traditional maps, since to “read” them is by extra-vision senses. Such differences in map usage exert a basic impact on the scope of presented substance and the manner of elaborating maps for the blind.
	The Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography undertook this non-standard cartographic production in Poland. A Special Consultative Group for issues Concerning Maps for the Blind and Visually Handicapped was created as a unit subordinate to the Surveyor General of Poland. Work is proceeding in close cooperation with the Polish Union of the Blind. The Polish Cartographic Publications Enterprise in Warsaw produces these maps.

Essential and Technical principles for creating maps 
	Many factors must be taken into account when constructing maps for the blind and visually handicapped, which do not appear when preparing traditional maps due to the different manner in which they are read - by touch. The elaborated essential principles are directly related to such technical factors like scale, selection of substance, conventional symbols and colours, etc., under the assumption that the maps are to be used simultaneously by the visually handicapped. The following the basic principles were employed when these maps were being elaborated:
-	all maps are of normalised format adapted to an arm’s reach i.e. 54 x 59 cm
-	maps are elaborated in 6 colours, assuming simultaneously their full colour saturation and the contrastive effect required by the visually handicapped
-	the right-hand corner of the map is cut to signify that the map is oriented to the north
-	seas and oceans are presented by a system of bossed lines
-	land is presented in the form of a convex surface contrasting well with seas
-	the shaping of surfaces is shown in the form of generalised convexities on physical maps and suggesting the form of the Earth’s surface
-	rivers and lakes are convex
-	borders and localities are presented by conventional symbols
-	names for blind map users are given in Braille with the use of abbreviations
	A special booklet with explanations is enclosed to each map
	The maps are printed on plastic foil, the printed map for the visually handicapped next being place on a previously prepared model and then pressed under high temperature into a finished map. Zinc sheet is used when making the model, its individual parts being soldered together.
	When elaborating technical principles directly connected with technical requirements, the issues of scale, substance, symbols and colours are discussed with the interested parties assuming the maps are to serve the blind and visually handicapped at the same time. This solution has not yet been encountered in maps of that type.. After the initial editing shape is ready, when tested symbols have been engraved on the engraving foil, when diapositives with names from the photocomposition section have been glued on, the moment of elaborating is tackled, i.e. manually shaping the plastic model. Various ways exist to make a model, like etching in zinc, screen printing or using a special swelling paint, but a more traditional form was accepted - soldering elements to create the possibility of further upgrading the model during elaboration. That method also allows the gradations of the various symbols used to be achieved, as demanded by the blind, and difficult to obtain by the etching method. A zinc sheet with etched sea surface quality using the negative of a linear screen, after numerous trials to achieve thickness of the screen, was used for a second zinc sheet to rest on. The second sheet carried the shape of a continent cut along the coast line. The situations of rivers, borders, localities and names in Braille were next introduced along the trace of the copied, finished diapositive. The inscriptions were made in zinc sheet, in the Plant For Recording And Publications of the Polish Union of the Blind. While the etching on sheet of the sea surface quality was performed in the photoengraving laboratory of the Scientific-Technical Printing House in Warsaw.
	The model prepared in such manner was drilled with a very large number of openings to ensure better airflow during pressing. Next printing was commenced on 0.5 mm polyester in black, from offset sheet, of the situation and surface colour drawing for the version of the visually handicapped. Once it had been set on the model, the final stage is to press the map printed on the foil. Guided by the need to make the very best use of the imported foil, the margin remaining when pressing the main map is used to print and press on it the first page of the enclosure of explanations and also various Braille-alphabet versions. To obtain greater certainty that the paint will not be rubbed off the model when the map is used by persons using touch-reading, the map is covered with a special varnish.
	All political and historical maps were made in that way. But the physical map of Poland and maps of continents were made on the basis of the convex model according to the initial editing version with simplified drawing of the land relief. The model was made by placing various pieces of cardboard on each other to define contour cuts according to the scale of magnitude  and the shape of the land relief using a mixture of plaster and dextrin.  When the negative and positive had been made in plaster, the rivers were profiles and symbols of localities and descriptions were sunk into the model.

Assessment of the maps, their usability and universal usage
	The commenced production of the maps, the publisher of which is the Surveyor General of Poland has met with high appreciation among both pupils and teachers. The important merit of those maps is that they take into account cartographic demands and the needs of the blind and visually handicapped. They were prepared in close cooperation and consultation with the blind and visually handicapped, which caused the finger-touch and visual symbols used to be adapted to the perceptive abilities of the users, They are characterised by appropriate vividness, size and colour selection. They are legible by touch and colourful at the same time. All this causes the information they contain to be easily assimilated by children and youths with damaged eyesight. The intensity of colours, their contrast and the elimination of excessive details make these maps used willingly by pupils who still have remnants of vision. This is of great importance when shaping spatial relations among persons who are recognised in practical terms to be blind. In additions, they can also be adapted for use by persons speaking foreign languages. The elaboration of a set of maps is completely innovative in the essential meaning of the term. These are the first maps in Poland published on the ground of what the blind and visually handicapped truly require.
	Those who created the maps received an expression of approval for their efforts in the form of a prize from the President of the Head Office of Geodesy and Cartography “for outstanding scientific and technical achievements in geodesy and cartography” in 1985 and also a prize from the Minister of Physical Planning and Construction in 1994 “for outstanding creative attainments”.
	A total of 37 titles have been drawn up to the present: physical, political and economic maps (extraction of mineral raw materials) for the various continents and their parts. In such a manner a series of maps has emerged, elaborated in a uniform convention, constituting the equivalent or the beginnings of an atlas which has not been sewn into a single binding, for reader comfort.
	The essential merits of this atlas series are:
-	correct choice of format and also the scale and extent of the individual maps, including an excellent choice of the scale and extent of more detailed maps, dealing with territories of much greater density of information (Central America and the Middle and Far East)
-	proper selection of convex, thereby the most easily legible, cartographic finger-touch symbols and their correct differentiation
-	consistent use of the same cartographic symbols on maps of similar subjects
-	consistent construction of  name abbreviations written in point writing, the important merit being the definition of a convention allowing the possibility of recognising to what symbol-object a given abbreviation relates (river, town, countries, continent)
-	optimal selection of information density, so that a map delivers maximum information without loss of legibility
-	correct division of substance among map sheets displaying the same region (not one but two transport maps of Poland)
-	from the viewpoint of a visually handicapped reader, the correct selection of colours and letter size and system in black inscriptions for the visually handicapped
-	pleasing appearance, colour durability which do not rub off when being read by fingers, securing the map sheet edges from fraying
	Editing, technical work on elaborating the next map titles are being continued despite the financial difficulties. This is proving possible due to the enormous commitment and excellent cooperation by a number of persons in three institutions: the state geodetic and cartographic service, the Polish Cartographic Publications Enterprise and, first and foremost, the Polish Union of the Blind.
	Work should be continued on maps for the blind as should research also be continued on perception of these maps. For the sum of the accumulated experience will be decisive for innovations in elaborating the substance and forms of these maps.
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ENCLOSURE: List of elaborated maps

Maps of Poland
1. 	Poland - physical map, 1:1 500 000
2. 	Poland - administration map, 1:1 500 000
3. 	Poland - communication map (railways), 1:1 500 000
4. 	Poland - communication map (roads), 1:1 500 000
5. 	Poland - administration map (state as on 1.01.199), 1:1 500 000

Political maps of continents and selected regions
6. 	Europe, 1:12 000 000
7. 	Central-East Europe, 1:6 000 000
8. 	Africa, 1:18 000 000
9. 	North America, 1:18 000 000
10. 	South America, 1:8 000 000
11. 	Central America, 1:7 500 000
12. 	Middle East, 1:4 000 000
13. 	Asia, 1:38 000 000
14. 	Australia, 1:16 000 000
15. 	Far East, 1:16 000 000

Historical maps of Poland
16. 	Polish territory during the first Piast-dynasty kings, 1:3 000 000
17. 	Polish territory in the 17th century, 1:3 000 000
18. 	Polish territory during the partitions, 1:3 000 000
19. 	Polish territory after the First World War, 1:3 000 000

Physical maps of continents and selected regions
20. 	Europe, 1:12 000 000
21. 	Africa, 1:18 000 000
22. 	North America, 1:18 000 000
23. 	South America, 1:18 000 000
24. 	Asia, 1:38 000 000
25. 	Australia, 1:16 000 000
26. 	Middle East, 1:4 000 000
27. 	Central-East Europe, 1:6 000 000
28. 	Far East, 1:16 000 000
29. 	Central America, 1:7 500 000

Economic maps, extraction (mining) of raw materials
30. 	Poland, 1:1 500 000
31. 	Europe, 1:12 000 000
32. 	Central-East Europe, 1:6 000 000
33. 	North America, 1:18 000 000
34. 	South America, 1:18 000 000
35. 	Australia, 1:16 000 000
36. 	Africa, 1:18 000 000
37. 	Asia, 1:38 000 000


